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FROM THE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends of the Animals,
I was speaking with a friend at a coffee shop recently and he was telling me about the many
things he was doing to “leave a legacy.” You hear this expression a lot, yet it rang in my head
for some time after our meeting. It stayed with me because I often think in terms of the impact we
can have, here and now, to build a legacy where animals are cared for and loved at all times.
I often think about the impact our work has for animals and people in our community. This includes:
placing more than 500 animals into permanent homes this year; doubling our number of Blackie’s
Senior Fund recipients (pg. 4); expanding our humane education programming to build children’s
capabilities, empathy, and compassion for others; and overall, creating connections between
people, animals, and other organizations which fosters a strong humane community.
Each one of us can do something now – today – that will impact our world immediately. If you are
reading this, you have made your own impact as a donor, advocate, partner, or volunteer, and
we are so thankful to be building a legacy for animals with you.
Our work continues to be a huge undertaking, but one we take on willingly because we know the impact will equal a legacy of
unbreakable human-animal bonds – which will help create a better world for all of us.
Wishing you peace and love in the New Year,

Robert T. Armbrust
Executive Director
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HOME sweet HOME
Happy Tails

Meelo

We adopted Meelo, a senior Chihuahua mix, from the SCSPCA in 2016. He’s
not only changed our lives, but also the lives of our two cats and one dog that
were living in the home before him. Prior to Meelo, our animals got along by
basically ignoring each other. Our two cats kept to themselves and our 14-yearold dog Skippy was going deaf and showing signs of dementia. Fast forward a
few months with Meelo in our home, and Skippy now has spunk in his step
and a spirit we’ve never seen. He’s running around again and playing with his
toys. On their backyard adventures together, Meelo reminds Skippy where
to go when he forgets. The dogs are now interacting adorably with the cats
– playfully chasing each other up and down the stairs. So now the question
is; – who rescued who? Thank you SCSPCA for bringing him into our lives!
						— Jenna R.

Caroline (PREVIOUSLY KNOWN AS “MARINA”)

In 2016, my family began fostering Marina, a South Korean meat trade survivor
rescued by the Santa Cruz SPCA. She harbored so much fear and anxiety, but even
with the intense inner struggle, she showed a sheer determination to overcome.
After a while, Marina began to relax and enjoy life – enthusiastically leading our pack
on outdoor adventures. My husband surprised me one day, saying that we would
have to stop fostering her. Given all the positive progress, I was shocked. Yet he
continued his thought with, “we need to adopt her.” This coming from a man who
got barked at every time he stood up. Eight months later, my husband is her favorite
tug-of-war companion and he now blames morning aches not on the aging process,
but on the 100-pound dog sharing his side of the bed. — Valerie T.

Ziggy
We had adopted a super sweet black
kitty from the SCSPCA named Marley
back in 2008. Sadly, he ended up passing
away from a rare type of heart disease
at the young age of three years old after
a hard-fought battle. Heartbroken, we
decided to get another black kitty and
of course came back to the SCSPCA.
We chose a tiny black kitten and named him Ziggy. Three months later
we had our son Kai, and a few years later our daughter Heidi. Ziggy
has become our very special family kitty who is very tolerant of the
kids and having grown up with them, handles their chaos like a champ.
He loves sun-bathing in the windows and taking long naps in the kids’
stroller. We are so grateful to have found two wonderful cats and have
taken pride in providing them with the most spoiled and loving home!
				— Janet S.

Mousse
(PREVIOUSLY
KNOWN AS
“JINGLE”)

Before this puddle of fluff came into our lives,
our mornings were quiet and uneventful. Since
adopting Pamplemousse (Mousse) one year
ago, we’ve been late to work countless times.
She’s an aggressive cuddler who doesn’t take
no for an answer. We were told she could be
slow to warm up, but after just a few hours she
made herself at home. We never imagined this
11-year-old kitty could bring us so much joy!
— The Brightmans
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Giving Seniors
a Helping Hand
It’s 8 a.m. and our first Blackie’s Wellness Day client has
just strolled through the door with his person in tow. It’s
Mio, a stout little Maltese mix with perky ears and a
great big smile. He’s overdue for all of his vaccinations
and his mom suspects he’s got fleas and worms. Mio’s
mom Claudia retired three years ago and has been living
solely on a small $550 stipend each month from Social
Security. Between rent, utilities, food, car insurance, and
gas, she struggles to make ends meet each month. She’s
taught herself to groom Mio and makes his food by hand.
She loves her boy with all her heart but affording a $150
vet visit to receive an exam, vaccinations, deworming, and
flea treatment is just not possible. Today, Mio will receive
everything he needs and it won’t cost her a thing, thanks to
Blackie’s Fund.
Blackie’s Senior Fund
is an SCSPCA program
designed to provide free
veterinary care to pets
owned by local seniors
who are living on a fixed
income. Twice a year,
in partnership with a
local vet, Blackie’s Fund
provides a Wellness
Day, where free exams

and general preventative care such as vaccinations, flea
treatment, de-worming, microchipping, ear cleaning,
and nail trimming are provided at no cost. Additionally,
throughout the year, the fund also assists seniors with
diagnostics, treatment, and surgical care should their pets
become ill or injured.
Mio is a total trooper during his exam and leaves with his
shots up-to-date, ears cleaned, nails trimmed, and fleas
and worms on their way out. After him, seventeen more
cats and dogs come through the doors of our partner
veterinary practice, (Animal Hospital of Soquel). And they
too leave with preventative care on board and a pep in
their step!
This vital program is one of many ways the Santa Cruz
SPCA impacts our immediate community. However,
our caring supporters are the driving force behind this
fund! Making a donation today will directly affect how
many people and pets we can help each year through
programs like Blackie’s Senior Fund.
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Give
a Little
Love !
Let us count the ways…
The season of giving is upon us! And while there are
so many worthy causes to support, we thank you for
considering the Santa Cruz SPCA when making your
year-end gifts. We rely on individual contributions to
do our important work so the animals truly depend on
your generosity. If you are planning to give a little love
this year to the Santa Cruz SPCA, let us count the ways!

GENERAL GIFTS

Your general gift will be utilized in so many areas -- from
providing necessary care for the animals to sustaining
essential programs that benefit the community. To help
continue Santa Cruz SPCA’s mission, consider making gift by
phone (831-465-5000), mail (PO Box 3800, Santa Cruz,
CA 95063), or online through our website at www.spcasc.org.

TRIBUTE GIFTS

Make a donation in honor of that special animal lover in
your life – it’s truly the PERFECT holiday gift! With a tribute
donation, you can acknowledge a friend or family member,
remember a special pet, or mark a holiday or special
occasion. A card will be sent to whomever you ask us to
notify, informing them of your thoughtful donation. You can
make a gift online (be sure to select Tribute Donation) or by
phone with a credit card. For more information call (831)
465-5000 or email donations@spcasc.org

MONTHLY GIFTS

Become one of our Constant Companions with an automatic
monthly donation. Register for monthly gifts on our website
using your credit card, or establish an electronic transfer
through your bank directly. Our Constant Companions
help provide that steady stream of funding for animals all
year long!

MATCHING GIFTS

A match made
in heaven! Many
companies will match
(double or even sometimes
triple!) their employees’
charitable contributions. Check
with your employer or HR department
to see if your workplace has a matching gift program.
If so, complete the necessary forms so that your gift
has the maximum impact!

GIFTS OF STOCK

Stock us up! Gifts of stock offer two-fold savings. If you
donate the stock, you avoid paying capital gains taxes,
and the full fair-market value qualifies for a charitable
gift tax deduction. Charities can sell stocks without
paying the tax and receive the full stock amount. For
more information email director@spcasc.org

PLANNED GIFTS

Make it last! Remember the Santa Cruz SPCA in your
will or trust, life insurance policy, retirement plan, or
real estate. By planning a lasting gift, your love for
animals can live on by supporting our work to rescue
and care for animals, and create a more humane
community through education. Simply name the Santa
Cruz SPCA as beneficiary or partial beneficiary. For
more information, contact director@spcasc.org
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The Volunteers Behind It All
I think we’d all agree – VOLUNTEERS ROCK! It’s
our humble opinion that the SCSPCA has the cream
of the dog walkin’, kitty carin’, poop scoopin’,
animal lovin’ crop. They are the backbone of our
organization and we are so thankful for these kind
and generous people. They are truly the reason
that this tiny staff of fifteen can do the big job we
do! Volunteers bring something special, unique, and
extremely helpful to the table, and complete the
SCSPCA team.
That’s why we had a total blast loving on them this
past September during our volunteer appreciation
party at DeLaveaga Park. Cat volunteers, dog
volunteers, mall store volunteers, and foster families
came together to enjoy food, cake, trivia, and each
others’ company. Pins were awarded to each volunteer for their years of service to the organization,
and board and staff members took the opportunity to tell our volunteer crew how much they are valued
and appreciated. It takes a village of people focused on the same mission to make an impact and we
feel exceptionally lucky to have that village within our dedicated volunteers!

YOU’RE INVITED! Shelter Tours
Interested in learning about the Santa Cruz SPCA
and our life-saving programs? Join fellow animal
lovers for a behind-the-scenes tour of our current
facility and take a sneak peek at our new shelter
building site! We are offering tours through the
end of the year. Each tour will last approximately
30 minutes (closed-toed shoes are strongly
recommended).

FOR A LIST OF UPCOMING TOUR DATES visit the Event section of our
website or contact Lisa Krigsman at lisak@spcasc.org or (831) 465-5000.
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Kind KIDS
BIRTHDAY GIVING
Johnna and Josie Manson are models of selflessness for us all to follow
– and they have yet to even reach their teens! For their 9th and 11th
birthdays, they asked for donations of funds and food for the animals in
our care. Friends and family rallied around their request and Johnna and
Josie came by to present the animals with the birthday goodies! We are
so lucky to have the support of these forward-thinking youth and applaud
their caring, animal-loving attitudes.

COMPASSIONATE CAMPERS
The 2017 SCSPCA Kids’ Camp strives to foster compassion and empathy in all
of our animal-loving campers. This year, two of our campers took the plight of
our animals seriously and each decided to do their part to help.
For the second year in a row, elevenyear-old Jackson Pearce held a
craft fair where he sold hand-made
items to raise money for the SCSPCA.
His proceeds totaled $55.50! This
philanthropic entrepreneur impressed
us all with his generous heart and
motivation to help animals in need.
Ten-year-old summer camper and
PAWS volunteer, Emmi Jarosz, was also inspired to give to the
animals. She set her mind to save up her allowance so that she
could make a personal donation to the SCSPCA. Emmi loves animals,
whether they are her own – or shelter animals waiting to be adopted.

HEART-FELT COMMUNITY SERVICE
Liana Gomez’s Orchard School Humanities class has really taken
community service to heart by supporting the SCSPCA’s mission to provide
safe harbor to animals in need. The class has worked together to host
multiple fundraising events throughout the year, raising money and
collecting goods. Liana’s class began their relationship with the Santa
Cruz SPCA after participating in a Rescue Readers session where the
students practiced reading to the shelter animals, which calmed the cats
and dogs and provided them with youthful companionship. Shortly after,
the class presented the animals with unique, homemade toys and invited
our Humane Education team into their classroom for an animal safety and
awareness presentation. Since then, the class has surprised the shelter with
pounds of pet food, and the proceeds from a food drive and bake sale.
The Santa Cruz SPCA greatly appreciates all the compassion and support
from Liana’s remarkable Orchard School class!
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Community Connection
The Santa Cruz SPCA, in partnership with the
Capitola Mall, collectively took a “Bow-Wow” at
the 65th (and final) Begonia Festival. Building a
float that consisted of roughly 3,000 Begonias,
more than 40 volunteers and 15 staff members
from both agencies spent the better part of a week
designing, planning, and constructing the various
float elements. We hit the Begonia fields early on
a Saturday morning, filled 100 flats with beautiful
blooms, and began assembling them onto the float
throughout the day. The final showboat displayed
a mini dog park, complete with a dog house, pool
with fountain, shade tree, and of course – some
real-life adoptable dogs! Thousands of people
lined the Capitola village riverside, bridge,
beaches, and businesses to watch each of the
floats drift on by. The dogs were obviously the
stars of the show and the SCSPCA was honored
to be part of the farewell to this local tradition.
A huge thank you to the Capitola Mall team
for their impressive work, enthusiasm, and for
inviting us to be a part of it all!
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